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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The village of Jesus Maria in the
state of Sinaloa, Mexico was at once a quiet, in a sense bucolic environment where young people
did the normal things expected of them. Conversely, there was a revolution going on that disrupted
life on a regular basis. In this setting, Lupita Felix and Polo Garcia made their plans to emigrate to El
Norte and seek a better life in California. Their lives began to change when Methodist missionaries
greeted them at the border and offered food, shelter and spiritual support. A few years after settling
in Colton, California they became members of a Baptist congregation. There were few Protestants
in the Mexican barrios of Southern California and discrimination by the Catholic majority was
sometimes harsh. Ernesto (Neto), the youngest sibling in the family writes about growing up
aleluya, often in a humorous vein, and includes vignettes on life in the barrio, during the 40s and
50s, where things were always interesting. Education in segregated schools through the 8th grade
actually resulted in a solid foundation for the future.
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This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Jaqueline Kerluke-- Jaqueline Kerluke

I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic way and is particularly
only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie
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